Decorating

Trowels / Spreaders / Squeegee
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A lightweight, versatile, plastic trowel with a dual-edged blade
which makes it ideal for use with both bonding and floor
tile adhesives. The trowel is fitted with a comfortable
ergonomic handle. Its plastic blade is both easy to
clean and rustproof - perfect for any home tiling
projects requiring the use of adhesives.
With V and U notches.
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Size:
278 x 115mm (11 x 41/2 in)

FAISGTNOTP
£4.50 Ex VAT £5.40 Inc VAT

TROWELS
BLADE
Combination
Spreader

METAL

This combination
spreader has a convenient dual purpose
For
design. The notched edge allows fast adhesive application
and the squeegee edge enables rapid grouting.

Width:
125mm
(5in)

V notch: 4mm U notch: 7mm

Large Dual Purpose Spreader
Dual Purpose Plastic Spreader with a notched edge and a
squeegee edge for grouting. Manufactured from a durable,
hard wearing plastic. This useful 2-in-1 tool provides a cost
effective option for both spreading adhesive and grouting for
most tiling projects.

Width:
180mm
(7in)

FAITLCOMB
£1.65 Ex VAT £1.98 Inc VAT

FAITLSPREAD
£1.95 Ex VAT £2.34 Inc VAT

Rubber Edge Squeegee

Grouting Trowel

This squeegee is designed to apply grouting to wall and floor
tiles after fixing. Its strong, flexible plastic blade allows the
grout to be spread quickly, helping make light work of big
grouting projects. An easygrip handle provides
user comfort.

Width:
190mm
(71/2 in)

FAITLSQUEEGE
£2.96 Ex VAT £3.55 Inc VAT

Hard foam trowel (float) for the perfect finishing of tile joints.
Ideal for use with standard grout or epoxy based products.
Ideal for working with marble and other tiles that may
scratch easily. Fitted with an ergonomic soft-grip handle
for user comfort.

Size:
300 x 100mm
(12 x 4in)

FAISGGROUT12
£11.42 Ex VAT £13.70 Inc VAT
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